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IMPLIC1TE 
 

Igor skaletsky - Solo Exhibition 
27.3.14 – 3.5.14 

Exhibition opening: Thursday, March 27, on 20:00 at Artstation gallery   
 
Artstation Gallery is proud to present the opening of the first solo exhibition in Israel 
of Igor Skaletsky, one of the most interesting young artists today.  
 
In his solo exhibition, IMPLIC1TE, the artist presents an innovative and fascinating 
combination between old and new, classic and contemporary. 
 
Skaletsky creates a dialog between the present, past and future, and combines 
traditional painting techniques which he learned back in Russia with contemporary 
technologies. He draws his inspiration from iconic art works, But gives them his own 
interpretation which creates a hybrid image separated from  time, place and context. 
 
Symbols of religion and secularism, pop culture, tattoos, animals and clothing items 
are combined into a unique language; a language with its own autonomous legality 
which exists in a timeless reality. 
 
Combining digital collage with conventional painting techniques on canvas, Igor's 
works leave the viewer in his familiar frame of thought, while simultaneously breaking 
it. Juggling the viewer's visual habits and subconscious, Skaletsky gives a 
spectacular interpretation to a well-known visual story. 
 
In his works resonates the classical painting education from home; the romantic 

background of the figures, balanced composition and soft colors. Within all these 

characteristics he blends the modern elements, almost opposite but simultaneously 

integrate phenomenally, and the artist manages to break down and reassemble the 

drawing. The final piece is an unusual interaction between the place from which he 

came from to the place where he currently lives, which is expressed throughout his 

entire creation process. 

 

About ARTSTATION Gallery 

ARTSTATION Gallery is a contemporary art gallery owned by two of the most prominent 
women in Israel's art scene, who recently held the second ARTFI conference for art collectors 
and finance. Shiri Ben-Artzi and Aya Shoham lead an agenda of promoting the Israeli art field in 
Israel and abroad, and bringing international exhibitions to Tel Aviv. The choice to open the 
gallery in the historic Station Compound, bustling with people, stems from a desire to turn to 
the general public and give access to the arts to as many people as possible. The gallery is 
located in a historic building dated back to 1904, which served as the first construction 
materials factory in Israel owned by the templar Wilhelnd family. The unique space spreads 
over 400 square meters, with an unusual architecture that combines massive wooden beams, 
original walls, and modern design. The gallery brings museum exhibitions to the public and 
features ground-breaking exhibitions of the gallery's artists.     
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The Exhibition will be take place at Artstation gallery between the dates  

27.3.14 – 3.5.14 

Opening hours: 

Mon-Thu 10:00-18:00 

Fri 10:00-13:00 

Sat 11:00-17:00 

 

Address: Hatachana Compound – Cabin 14, Tel Aviv (Near Neve Tsedek( 

  www.artstationgallery.com  

 

 For further information and images please contact us: 

info@artstationgallery.com / Tel. 972-3-6201515 
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